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Reading:
*Read the text and do as shown:
A-The Best Mall Shopping for all the family is "Game World". This shop has got a lot of
different computer games and you can try them on the shop's computers.
I love spending time in this shop looking at new games.
Looking for a gift for a friend? Then don't look any further than this shop. There are lots of
lovely things to give people and at all prices. You can buy posters, beautiful ornaments, soft
toys and games.
*Decide if these statements are False or True:
1- "Gifts for all " is a science lab. -------2- I can try on the game before I buy it in "Game world" shop. -------3- All people can visit "Gifts for all" shop. -----4- "Game world " is a boring shop. -----*Choose the correct answer between brackets:
5-The best shopping mall in the world is (Harrods - circus).
6- You can borrow books from (art studio -library).
7- It's too dark at night in a campsite. You need ( some sun cream – a torch ).
8- Take a warm (belt - jacket ). It's cold outside.
*Fill in space with correct answer:
hoops - pony - circus - learning
9- ------------- is coming to the town once a week.
10- The students are ------------- circus skills.
11- Jenny is riding a small --------------.
12- Clowns are jumping through-------------.
* Read the text and answer the questions below:
Ahmed and his family drive into the desert. There are beautiful mountains in the
distance. Tourists come from all over the world to look at the wildlife here. Samira and
Huda are putting up their tents very quickly. The boys are having some problems.
Ahmed: There are insects everywhere! Is there any insect repellent?
Samira: Yes, here it is.
13- Why do tourists come from all over the world? ----------------------------------------------------14- What are Samira and Huda doing?
----------------------------------------------------15- Where do Ahmed and his family drive?
----------------------------------------------------16- Do they need any insect repellent in the desert? --------------------------------------------------*Find the meaning from the text :
17- opposite of slowly
--------------18- hot and dry place
----------------

Grammar:
*Choose the correct answer between brackets:
19- Shaza is ( sends - sending ) an email now.
20- My father always has (a - an) cup of coffee in the morning.
21-There aren't (any - some) matches in the box?
22- Today is Friday, (because - so ) l am going shopping.
*Match the questions in A with their answers in B :
(A)
(B)
23- Have you got any bookmarks?
----------- It costs 45.p, please.
24- What does this shirt cost?
---------- Ok, It's great idea!
25- Would you like some lemonade?
---------- Yes , we have.
26- Shall we play tennis this afternoon?
---------- No thanks .I'd like some tea.
*Complete the dialogue with suitable words :
27- A: Hi,------ are you doing now ?
a) Which

b) What

c) When

28- B: I am ----- my father.
a) helping

b) helps

c) help

29- A: ------ watch a film.
a) Have

b) Do

c) Let's

B: No sorry, I am busy, thanks.
Writing :
* Write a composition in one of the following topics:
30- Ideal School
Or
- Your daily routine.

THE END

